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1. Interview with Charles Elkins, Assistant to the General Counsel. EPA, in Washington, DC
(Nov. 19, 1990).
2. See C. SUNSTEIN, AFTER THE RIGHTS REVOLUTION: RECONSTRUCTING THE
REGULATORY STATE 27 (1990) (listing the statute).
3. Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-574. 86 Stat. 1234 (1972)
(codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§4901-49l8 (1988).
4. In a 1973 national survey of housing and neighborhood conditions by the Deportment of
Housing and Urban Development, street noise was cited by 34 percent of the 60,000 respondents
as a "condition" in the neighborhood, while 60 percent of those reporting the condition felt it was
"disturbing, harmful, or dangerous," and 18 percent felt that it was so "objectionable" that they
would "like to move.” Address By Kenneth Eldred. Noise At The Year 2000. Fifth International
Congress On Noise As An International Problem, Sweden (1988), at 9.
5. See R. PAEHLKE. ENVIRONMENTALISM AND THE FUTURE OF PROGRESSIVE
POLITICS (1989) (describing origins of the environmental movement); C. BOSSO.
PESTICIDES & POLITICS: THE LIVE CYCLE OF A PUBLIC ISSUE (1987) (same).
6. Hilderbrand, Noise Pollution: An Introduction To The Problem and An Outline For Future
Legal Research. 70 COL. L. REV. 652,655 (1970).
7. See Wilson, "The Politics of Regulation," in THE POLITICS OF REGULATION 370 (J.
Wilson ed. 1980) (environmental movement succeeded by capitalizing on a crisis, putting
opponents on defensive by accusing them of bad acts, and by associating legislation with widely
held values like clean air).
8. Letter from Noral Stewart, Stewart Acoustical Consultants, to David Pritzker, Administrative
Conference of the United States (ACUS) (Mar. 12, 1991), at 3. Thus, large metropolitan areas
are more likely to have noise abatement programs because noise impacts a majority of the
population. In other areas where the impact is on a minority of the residents, they find it difficult
to get help from local governments which are afraid of being disadvantaged in the competition
for industry by creating regulations that other jurisdictions do not have. Id.
9. Findley & Plager, State Regulation of Nontransportation Noise: Law & Technology. 48 S.
CAL. L. REV. 209, 254 (1974).
10. Telephone Interview with Frank Gomez, President. National Association of Noise Control
Officials (NANCO) (Dec. 5, 1990).

11. Findley & Plager, supra note 9, at 253. Noise legislation was passed in Illinois and New York
in 1970, in Florida, New Jersey, and North Dakota in 1971, in Hawaii in 1972, and in California
in 1973. Id.
12. Pub. L. No. 90-411, 82 Stat. 395 (1968) (codified at 49 U.S.C. §§1431 (1988).
13. Pub. L. No. 91-190, 83 Stat. 832 (1970) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§4321-4370 (1988)).
14. Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-604, 84 Stat. 2709 (1970)
(codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§7641-7692 (1988).
15. EPA, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS ON NOISE (1971).
16. Interview with Kenneth Feith, Senior Scientist/Advisor, Office of Air and Radiation EPA, in
Washington, DC (Nov. 19, 1990) (former ONAC official); Interview with Marshall Miller, in
Washington, DC (Nov, 20, 199o) (former EPA General Counsel); Telephone interview with
Ralph Hillquist (Jan. 7, 1991) (former General Motors employee).
17. SENATE COMM. ON PUBLIC WORKS, ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL ACT
OF 1972, S. REP. NO. l160, 92nd Congress, 2d Sess. 2 (1972); reprinted in 1972 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEWS 4655-4698 [hereinafter "Senate Report"]; HOUSE COMM. ON
INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE, ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL ACT
OF 1972, H. REP. NO. 842, 92nd Congress, 2d Sess. 6 (1972) [hereinafter "House Report"].
18. 42 U.S.C. §490l(b) (1988).
19. Id. §4905.
20. Id. §4903(c).
21. Id. §4907.
22. Id. §4901(3).
23. Id. §4905(e)(1). States and local governments, however, have the option of enforcing the
EPA regulations by adopting "identical" limitations as their own laws or ordinances. Id.
24. Id. §4905(2). State and localities, however, were completely preempted from regulating the
same railroad or motor carrier noise emissions regulated by EPA unless it granted a "special
local circumstances" exemption. Id. §§4916(c) (railroads), 4917(c) (motor carriers).
25. Under the Clean Air Act, EPA sets national ambient standards which the states must meet by
controlling sources of air pollution (other than mobile sources). 42 U.S.C. §7409-10 (1988).
Congress rejected a similar scheme for noise because it "would, in effect, put the federal

government in the position of establishing land use zoning requirements on the basis of noise . . .
[which] is a function . . . more properly that of the States and their political subdivisions . . . .”
House Report, supra note 17, at 9. This reason, however, fails to distinguish air pollution from
noise pollution if both are considered to be health measures. The harms caused by noise
pollution, like those caused by air pollution, do not change by geographical area. In this
circumstance, there is no justification for permitting one geographical area to permit more harm
to its citizens than another area. The previous reason, however, is more defensible to the extent
that noise abatement is a response to aesthetic or nonhealth concerns, because it permits local
aesthetic tastes to dictate the amount of regulation. At the time it passed the Act, however,
Congress considered noise to be at least, in part, a health problem. See supra notes 16 & 17 and
accompanying text.
The politics of the Noise Act may offer a more persuasive explanation of why Congress did not
model the Noise Act on the Clean Air Act. The strongest support for the Act were industries that
desired federal preemption. supra note 16 & accompanying text, and they had no reason to
support legislation that would have forced the states and local governments to regulate
nonmobile sources of noise as well. Moreover, some environmentalists, such as Senator Muskie,
were afraid that EPA would use preemption to enact weaker abatement requirements than states
and local governments. Senate Report, supra note 17, 21-22. This worry may have split support
for a more comprehensive effort.
26. EPA had asked Congress to establish a categorical grants program similar to that established
under the Federal Water Pollution Act, which provides grants to localities for equipment
purchases and personnel. House Report, supra 17, at 24; see H.R. 6002, 92nd Cong.,2d Sess.
§102 (1972).
27. House Report, supra note 17,a.t 24.
28. See J. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY: WHAT AGENCIES DO AND WHY THEY DO IT
(1990).
29. See Shapiro & McGarity, Reorienting OSHA: Regulatory Alternatives & Legislative
Reform, 6 YALE J. REG. 1, 3 (1989) (health and safety agencies have had limited productivity).
30. 42 U.S.C. §4903.
3l. Id. §4916.
32. Id. §4917.
33. 42 U.S.C. §§4904(a)-(b).
34. U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
CRITERIA FOR NOISE (1973).

35. EPA, INFORMATION ON LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE REQUISITE TO
PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE WITH AN ADEQUATE MARGIN OF
SAFETY (1974) [hereinafter cited as "Levels Document"].
36. EPA, Identification of Products as Major Sources of Noise, 39 Fed. Reg. 22297 (1974).
37. Suter, Noise Wars, TECHNOLOGY REVIEW, Nov./Dec., 1989, at 47.
38. Levels Document, supra note 35 at 4. EPA indicated that for the most sensitive part of the
population the 75 dB level would produce no more than 5 dB noise-induced permanent threshold
shift at 4000 Hz which is the frequency at which the ear is most easily damaged. Id. at 20. EPA
also found that an average ambient noise level of 55 dB or more caused interference with
communication and annoyance out of doors, id. at 3, and on avenge level of 45 dB had the same
effects indoors. Id.
39. 42 U.S.C. §4903(a). The deadlines, however, only applied if the major noise sources were in
the categories of construction or transportation equipment, motors or engines, or electrical or
electronic equipment. Id. §§4903(a)-(b). In promulgating emission standards. EPA had to
consider the harm a source posed, the level of reduction in that harm achievable through the
application of best available technology, and the cost of compliance. Id. §4903(c)(I).
40. Appendix I infra.
41. Id.
42. Id.
43. 42 U.S.C. §§4916(a)(1)-(2) (railroads). 4917(a)(1)(2) (motor carriers). In both cases, EPA
was to choose limits that reflected application of the best available technology, taking into
account the cost of compliance. Id. §§4916(a)(1), 4917(a)(1).
44. Appendix II infra. EPA also proposed, but did not promulgate a standard that would hove
permitted local regulation of truck yards. Id.
45. Standards were promulgated for locomotives and railcars, switcher locomotives, murders,
locomotive load cell test stands, and car coupling. Appendix II infra. Standards were proposed,
but not promulgated, for permitting local regulation of rail yards and for railroad property
emissions restrictions. Id.
46. Appendix II infra.
47. Association of American Railroads v. Costle, 562 F.2d 1310 (D.C. Cir. 1977).
48. Appendix II infra.

49. See Shapiro & Glicksman, Congress, the Supreme Court, and The Quiet Revolution In
Administrative Law, 1988 DUKE L.J. 819, 833 (discussing why agencies have difficulty
meeting short deadlines).
50. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, NOISE POLLUTION-FEDERAL PROGRAM TO
CONTROL HAS BEEN SLOW AND INEFFECTIVE 43 (1977) [cited hereinafter as "NOISE
POLLUTION"]. Regulation of railroad emissions was hampered, for example, by the complexity
of the rail industry and by the fact that no comprehensive studies of railroad noise existed. Wood,
Traffic Noise Regulation: A Comparative Case Study, 1979 B.Y.U.L. REV.461, 495 n.8 (1979).
Other significant problems for railroad and other regulations included identification of best
available technology and cost of compliance, defining the scope of each standard, and
establishing rules for testing the level of noise emissions. See id. at 510-561. ONAC was forced
to rely on contractors to obtain the technical information required for regulation and this was
another source of delay. The contracting process at EPA was slow and it sometimes took up to 1
year to hire a contractor. Interview with Kenneth Feith, in Washington DC (June 20, 1991).
51. Letter from Alvin Meyer, Jr. (initial ONAC director), to David Pritzker, ACUS (Mar. 26,
1991), at 2 ; Feith interview, supra note 50. In EPA's 1975 budget request, the agency's
administrator indicated that "we are holding the Noise Program to a low level of growth and
consciously stretching out the full implementation of the 1972 Act." Letter from Russell E.
Turin, Administrator, EPA, to Roy Ash, Director, OMB, reprinted in Noise Control Act
Extension, Hearings on H.R. 5272 Before the Subcomm. on Transportation and Commerce of
the House Comm. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 94th Cong., lst Sess. 43 (1975) [cited
hereinafter as “Extension Hearings"]. Funding for standard setting improved during the middle
of the 1970s, but at the end of the decade funding was decreased to support technical problems
for state and local governments. Feith interview, supra.
52. Feith interview, supra note 50.
53. Interview with Ken Feith, EPA, in Washington, DC (Febr. 28, 1991). The standard was
subsequently withdrawn after ONAC lost its funding. Appendix I infra.
54. Feith interview, ; Telephone interview with Fred Mintz, Office of Federal Activities, EPA
(Jan. 14, 1991).
55. Interview with Jeff Cerrar, in Washington, DC (Nov. 19, 1990).
56. 42 U.S.C. §§4907(a)-(b). States and local governments can establish their own labeling
requirements only to the extent they do not conflict with EPA's regulations. Id. §4907(c).
57. 40 C.F.R. §211 (1990). ONAC invited comments on what criteria should be used to select
noise emitting products for labeling requirement in 1974, 39 Fed. Reg. 42,380 (1974), proposed
criteria in June, 1977, 42 Fed. Reg. 31,722 (1977), and promulgated criteria in 1979. 44 Fed.
Reg. 56210 (1979). At that time it was disbanded, however, ONAC had not yet chosen any
products to be labeled although it said it expected to require labels for vacuum cleaners, air

conditioners shop tools, dishwashers, and lawn mowers. WASHINGTON POST, June 24, 1977,
at E-10, cot. 3.
58. See supra note 39 & accompanying text.
59. Telephone interview with Ken Eldred, Standards Director, Acoustical Society of America
(Dec. 5, 1990).
60. 42 U.S.C. §§4914(3), 4915(c). An agency must give preference to any LNEP that the
General Services Administration has established does not cost more than twenty-five percent
more than the least cost substitute for it, id. §4915(c), that does not involve extensive
maintenance to retain its low-noise qualities, id. §4915(d), and that does not involve operating
costs significantly in excess of substitute products. Id.
61. The act created a two-step certification process. Within ninety days of receiving an
application for certification, EPA must determine whether a product qualifies as a LNEP, and,
within one hundred and eighty days later, it must decide whether the product is a suitable
substitute for products currently being used by the federal government. Id. §4914(5)m. Although
ONAC promulgated procedures for administering the LNEP program in February 1974, 39 Fed.
Reg. 6670, 6670 (1971) (codified at 40 C.F.R. §203.4(a)(1)(1978)), it did not quantify what level
of reduction in noise would qualify a product as a LNEP or what criteria it would use to
determine whether a product was a “suitable substitute.” Id. at 6670. In May 1977, EPA
proposed to define a LNEP as any product that emitted 5dB(A) less than the emissions limit EPA
had set for that product. 42 Fed. Reg. 27,442 (1977). EPA’s plan was to establish a LNEP level
for each product at the time it promulgated an emissions standard for that product. Id. at 27,443.
Since, however, it had already promulgated a standard for medium and heavy trucks, EPA
proposed a LNEP level for these products at this time. Id. ONAC did establish an LNEP
definition as part of its garbage truck and motorcycle standards. 40 C.F.R. §§205.152(c)(3), Feith
Interview, supra note 50.
62. Appendix I infra.
63. See infra note 96 & accompanying text (discussing the “buy-quiet” program).
64. 42 U.S.C. §4904(c). Congress gave EPA three duties. First, EPA was to “coordinate” all
federal government programs relating to noise control and research. Id. §4904(c)(I). Agencies
were required to furnish to EPA “such information as [it] may reasonably require” to carry out
this function. Id. Second, Congress required federal agencies to “consult” with EPA concerning
proposed noise regulations, and, if EPA requested, to specify reasons why a proposed regulation
should not be revised. Id. §4903(c)(2). Finally, EPA was required to publish periodically a report
on the status and progress of federal activities relating to noise. Id. §4904(c)(3).
65. ENV. REP. (BNA) 1884 (March 28, 1975).
66. EPA, NOISE CONTROL PROGRAM: PROGRESS TO DATE-1980, at 10 (1980) [cited
hereinafter as PROGRESS TO DATE]. Initiatives included soundproofing and weatherization of

hospitals and schools, developing noise specifications and reduction incentives in government
procurement as part of the “Buy-Quiet” program, writing guidelines for landplanning to induce
noise, retrofitting buses to reduce noise, and supporting neighborhood self-help programs. Id.
Other federal units involved included the Department of Commerce, Department of Defense,
Department of Energy, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department of
Transportation, General Services Administration, National Bureau of Standards, and the
Veterans Administration. Id.
67. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra 66, at 28.
68. Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise, Guidelines For Considering Noise In Land
Use Planning and Control (1980).
69. NOISE POLLUTION, supra note 50, at 31.
70. For example, EPA sponsored a workshop at Florida Atlantic University, in Deerfield Beach,
Florida, in December, 1977, to identify standards needs and a plan for meeting them. Acoustical
Society of America, Plan For The Development of Voluntary Standards On Environmental
Sound In Response To Federal Agencies' Needs 1 (1978). Those attending included
representatives from the Acoustical Society of America (ASA), the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), American Society for Testing and Materials, the Society of Automotive
Engineers and several federal agencies, including in additional to EPA, the National Bureau of
Standards, General Services Administration, Departments of Labor. Transportation, Health
Education and Welfare, and Housing and Urban Development, and the Air Force and Navy. Id.
at 2.
"Congress authorized EPA to propose noise regulations to the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), which is responsible for regulating aircraft and airport noise, and required the FAA, offer
holding a public hearing, to adopt EPA's recommendation in whole or in part, or explain its
reasons for not doing so. 49 U.S.C. §1431 (c)(1) (1976). If EPA believed that the FAA's. action
does not protect the public, it tray request the FAA to reconsider its conclusions and to response
to EPA concerning why its original recommendations were not adopted. Id.
71. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra note 66, at 30-31.
72. E.g., EPA, A Comparison of Sound Power Levels from Portable Air Compressors Based
Upon Test Methodologies Adopted By U.S. EPA and the CEC (1980).
73. Feith interview, supra note 50.
74. Telephone interview with Henning Von Gierke, Retired Director, Biodynamics and
Biomechanics Division, Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, United States Air Force (Apr.
19, 1991).
75. Interview with James DuBois, Chairperson, Noise Task force, Edison Electric Institute, in
Chapel Hill, N.C. (Apr. 18,1991).

76. The allegations are that the EPA oficial who headed the United States delegation to an
OECD meeting reportedly made a "fool" of the entire delegation, Von Gierke interview, supra
note 74, by the persons arrogant conduct. Eldred interview, supra note 59. According to these
allegations, the United States not only lost the opportunity to influence the automobile noise
emissions standards being discussed at the meeting, Von Gierke interview, supra note 74, but the
atmosphere with European agencies was poisoned for a long time afterward. Eldred interview,
supra note 59. A member of that delegation regards this results as "very, very deplorable"
because the Europeans had adopted the American technical work on noise, and the EPA
therefore missed an opportunity to cement close relations with the EEC regulators. Von Gierke
interview, supra note 74.
77. Feith interview, supra note 50.
78. Congress authorized EPA to propose noise regulations to the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), which is responsible for regulating aircraft and airport noise, and required
the FAA, after holding a public hearing, to adopt EPA's recommendations in whole or in part, or
explain its reasons for not doing so. 49 U.S.C. §1431 (c)(I) (1976). If EPA believes that the
FAA's action does not protect the public, it may request the FAA to reconsider its conclusions
and to report to EPA concerning why its original recommendations were not adopted. Id.
79. TRANSPORTATION NOISE, infra note 130, at 27.
80. Id. at 27 (FAA accepted one of EPA's 11 proposals and parts of two others).
81. See infra note 363 & accompanying text.
82. NOISE POLLUTION, supra note 50, 19. .
83. EPA was authorized to advise state and local government how to train personnel and elect
enforcement equipment and to prepare model state or local legislation. 42 U.S.C. §4913(2)
(1976).
84. Noise Control Act Oversight: Hearings before the Subcom. on Resource Protection of the
Senate Com. on Environments and Public Works. 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978) [cited hereinafter
as Oversight Hearings]; see Senate Comm. on Environment and Public Works, Quiet
Communities Act of 1978, S. Rep. No 95.875, 95th Congress, 2d Seas. (1978).
85. Pub. L. No. 95.609, 92 Stat. 3079 (1978) (codified at 42 U.S.C. §4913).
86. 42 U.S.C. §4913. EPA was authorized to give grants for surveying the extent of local noise
problems, planning and developing noise control capacity, developing abatement plans around
major transportation facilities, and evaluating techniques for controlling noise. Id. §4913(c)(1).
EPA was also required to develop a program to assess the extent of noise pollution and
abatement, to establish regional technical assistance centers, and to provide direct technical
assistance. Id. §§4913(d).(f).

87. During 1979, for example, grants were trade to fifteen states, PROGRESS TO DATE, supra
note 66, at 1, of between $31,000 and $65,000. Interview with Casey Caccavari, EPA, in
Washington, DC (Feb. 28, 1991). Twelve communities received grants for demonstration
projects designed to test methods of noise abatement that could be used by other communities.
PROGRESS To DATE, supra, at 1; see generally Center for Public Management, Final Report:
Quiet Communities Program Demonstration (march, 1982).
88. PROGRESS To DATE, supra note 66, at 1.
89. The ECHO program consisted of sending local noise abatement personnel to other cities to
share their experience and insights. Id. At 1, 3.4,
90. ONAC held over one hundred training sessions for approximately four thousand state and
local officials, served as a clearinghouse for noise control information, and engaged in other
activities to support state and local training. Id. at 2; Suter, supra note 37, at 47.
Other activities included developing training materials, including materials concerning noise
measurement, and loaning state and local officials sound level meters and other equipment.
PROGRESS TO DATE, supra note 66, at 2.
91. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra note 66, at 2.
92. Interview with Cassey Caccavari, EPA, in Washington, DC (Nov, 19, 1990). '
93. E.g., Letter from Paul Schomer. Team Leader, Environmental Acoustics Team. Construction
Engineering Research Laboratory. Corps of Engineers. Department of the Army, to David.
ACUS (Mar. 13, 1991), at 2 (among “most useful products"): Letter from David Lipscomb,
Correct Service, Inc., to David Pritzker, ACUS (Mar. 19, 1991, at 2 (“has been used
repeatedly").
94. E.g., Letter from Edwin Toothman, Director, Occupational Health, Health and Safety
Services, Bethlehem Steel Corp., to David Pritzker. ACUS (Apr. 1, 1990) (“too detailed and
somewhat impractical”); Letter from Fredrick Kessler, FMK Technology, Inc., to David Pritzker,
ACUS (Mar. 19, 1991) ("technically flawed" but "did provide . . . starting point"); Letter from
Edward DiPolvere, Chief, office of Noise Control, New Jersey, to David Pritzker. ACUS
(undated) (After "legal aide of EPA . . . made final version so noncommittal that its value was
diminished); Stewart Letter, supra note ("much more comprehensive that most communities ever
wanted").
95. lnterview with Casey Caccavari, EPA, in Washington, DC (June 20, 199 Ii.
96. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra note 66, at 10.
97. 42 U.S.C. (a).(b).
98. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra 66, at 7.8.

99. Suter, supra note 37, at 47: see ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NOISE PUBLICATIONS
1972.1982 (undated) [cited hereinafter as BIBLIOGRAPHYJ.
100. E.g., Comments On The EPA's Office of Noise Abatement and Control. Prepared By
George Luz, Bio.Acoustics Division, Environmental Hygiene Agency, U.S. Army (Mar. 22,
1991) ("we continue to consult some of these reports even though they arc 15 years old"), in
Letter from Nelson Lewis. Acoustical Engineer, Bio.Acoustics Division, Environmental Hygiene
Agency, U.S. Army, to Mice Suter (Mar. 22, 1991) (cited hereinafter as "Luz Comments"):
Letter from Patrick Carney. President, American Speech.Language Association, to David
Pritzker, ACUS (Apr. 4, 1991), at 5 (EPA publications "still valuable in providing technical
assistance on subject"): Letter from Rena Glaser. Past President, National Health Conservation
Association (NHCA), to David Pritzker. ACUS (Mar. 29, 1991), at 1 ("did find publications to
be extremely valuable"); Letter from Andrew Stewart, President, NHCA (Apr. 3, 1991) at 1
(several publications of ONAC were extremely helpful and influential"); Kessler Letter, supra
note 94, at 1 ("publications proved to be very valuable"): Lipscomb Letter, supra note 93, at 1
("value and keep close at hand" some ONAC documents).
101. E.g., Schomer Letter, supra note 93, at I ("technical content was mixed and never of the
highest level").
102. PROGRESS TO DATE, supra note 66. at 11.13.
103. Oversight Hearing, supra note 84, at 59.
104. See J. LASH, A SEASON OF SPOILS: THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION'S ATTACK
ON THE ENVIRONMENT 28 (1984).
105. Feith interview, supra note 16.
106. Oversight Hearings, supra note 84, at 2 (Testimony of William H. Dempsey, President,
American Association of Railroads) (taking no position whether ONAC should be continued, but
favoring federal preemption of state and local noise regulation); id. at 124 (Statement of Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the U.S., Inc.) (same); Letter to Senator Slade Gorton
from bennett C. Whitlock, Jr., American Trucking Association, reprinted in id. at 128 is (Same).
The railroads and motor carriers gained credibility for this position from the fact that EPA
emission standards for them industries ore enforced by the Department of Transportation (DOT),
which was not put out of business. 42 U.S.C. §§4916(b), 4917(b). These industries, however, did
receive some regulatory relief. See infra note Section IB3 & accompanying text (discussing
weaknesses of railroad and motor carrier regulation).
107. supra note 5 & accompanying text.

108. Ruben, On Deaf Ears, ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION, Mar./Apr. 1991, at 17 ("Public
apathy about noise made it all the easier for EPA's office to quickly toll under Reagan's budget
axe, says [David] Hawkins of the Natural Resources Defense Council.").
109. 44 Fed. Reg. 56524 (1979).
110. Id. at 56526.56527. The agency estimated that the standard would produce a 74 percent
decrease in the magnitude of refuse vehicle noise by 1991 and that about 19.7 million persons in
cities and densely populated suburbs would benefit. id. at 56532. An EPA official admits,
however, that the agency's original plan for testing garbage trucks would hove been expensive
for the industry, but he maintains that ONAC was working with the industry to solve that
problem. Feith interview, supra note 16.
111. See e.g., Oversight Hearings, supra note 84, at 4.6 Testimony of Richard L. Hanneman,
Director, Government and Public Affairs, National Solid Waste Management Association). The
industry objected to the standard because not all noise generated by refuse collection is made by
the compactor mechanism (the standard did not regulate other ports of the vehicle such as brakes
tires), locally imposed curfews have effectively limited citizen complaints about garbage truck
noise, the standard had the effect of preventing trucks from compacting when moving which
reduced their productivity, and EPA had only weak evidence of adverse health effects. Id. At 4.5.
A former ONAC official denies that the standard would have prevented garbage trucks from
compacting when moving. Telephone interview with Fred Mintz, EPA (June 19, 1991).
112. Jesse Borthwick, the Executive Director of the National association of Noise Control Office
told Congress:
The problem with refuse collection noise can best be dealt with through local in.use and
administrative controls. Reducing compactor noise emission levels 5 or 6 dB will virtually have
no effect on reducing the impact of refuse collection in noise sensitive are during morning hours
when background noise levels are low. Reauthorization of the Noise Control Act of 197l before
the subcom. on Commerce, Transportation, and Tourism of the House Comm. on Energy and
Commerce, 97th Cong., 1st. 27 (1981) [cited hereinafter "Reauthorization Hearing"].
113. The Regulatory Analysis Review Group, located in the Center White House, received more
letters from Congress concerning the standard than concerning any other issue in its first 3 years.
Clark. Regulating Garbage Truck noise. A quiet Debate is Getting Louder, NATIONAL
JOURNAL, November 1, 1980, at 38. A Regulatory analysis Review Group study initiated in
response to these complaints concluded a national standard was inappropriate for noise generated
by garbage pickups. Id. At 39. The study reasoned that garbage collection noise was primarily
local problem because the desired level of product noise regulation depends on the ability to
regulate a truck's pattern of use which varies tremendously among communities. Id.
114. Id.

115. Kilpatrick continued, "Cost and benefits to one side, this petty, stupid, nit.picking regulation
based almost entirely upon gauzy conjecture as to 'sleep and activity interference'. offers one
more interference of bureaucracy gone berserk." kilpatrick pointed to successful local efforts to
control garbage collection noise and decided, based on this case, that the entire NCA was
superfluous. Kilpatrick, This Noise Regulation Is Just Garbage, reprinted in Reauthorization
Hearings, supra note, at 63. kilpatrick later endorsed the "Buy quiet" program as an appropriate
governmental response to noise acknowledging without a ONAC'S role in establishing the
program. Kilpatrick, Reaction from Memphis To Noise Level Column, id. at 62.
116. Note 39 supra.
117. Memorandum from Samuel Gutter, Attorney, Air, Noise, and Radiation Division, to Robert
Perry, General Counsel, Dec. 1, 1981, at 1
118. Memorandum from Robert P. Perry, General Counsel, EPA, to Kathleen Bennett, Assistant
Administrator for Air, Noise, and Radiation, Dec. 10, 1981, at 1. EPA's General Counsel warned,
that there were "serious risks to this approach, in part, because it relies on factors that the Act
does not explicitly permit the Administrator to consider in determining what constitutes a 'major'
source of noise, and, in part, because the [justifications] might be difficult to document." Id. He
might have added that the two justifications were also internally contradictory. If local and state
government established emission standards for the products identified by EPA as major noise
sources, the affected manufacturers would likely need federal preemption to protect them from
inconsistent and conflicting regulations.
119. 47 Fed. Reg. 54108 (1982).
120. 48 Fed. Reg. 32502 (1983).
121. See Shapiro & Glicksman, Supra note 49, at 832-33.
122. See id. at 830 (Congress intends Statutory deadlines to speed agency rulemaking).
123. 33 stat. 1257 (1905) (codified as amended at 31 U.S.C. §1517 (1988).
124. see National Association of Counties v. baker. 842 F.2d 369 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (Secretary of
Treasury may not disperse funds that were originally appropriated after Congress passed
legislation withdrawing the appropriation).
125. See Defendents’s Reply in Support of Motion for Judgement on the Pleadings. Ross v.
Reilly. W.D. Tenn., Civil Action No. 88-ll03 (Sept. 29, 1989), TRANSPORTATION NOISE,
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